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Cuts Like a Knife
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With all the focus on water use and the lack of rainfall lately, every
time something is mentioned in the media or by an environmental
group about how water is wasted growing crops it cuts
like a knife for every farmer and rancher who puts food
on our dinner tables.
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Reducing water to Agriculture is not
the answer we all need to seek when
solving our water supply issues. We
need to maintain production of fresh,
healthy produce and berries for our diets,
and we are lucky that many of these
items are truly local here in Monterey
County.
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If anything good comes out of these
diatribes against our crop production, it’s
that we are attracting a lot of attention
from new technologies that could make

And yet the difficulty is sorting out the
snake oil from the viable ideas and
concepts; too many times the ideas
are presented by the inventor who
is so wrapped up in his product that
the articulation of the idea is muddled
and jumbled. While the enthusiasm is
appreciated, this does not advance the
understanding of the potential of any
new idea, nor inspire any rapid uptake by
local farmers and ranchers.

a difference in how
we produce our food, how much we
yield, gains in irrigation efficiency and
plant uptake, and yes, even rainfall
improvements.
Most of these new technologies still
need a proof-of-concept to make them
viable alternatives or sustainable farm
practices. The attention on water use
due to our ongoing drought has brought
a number of inventors, entrepreneurs,
and mad scientists to our county in

Consideration of our local resources and
how we use them is paramount to our
future production capabilities. Farmers
and ranchers have managed local
resources that has sustained production
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search of the field or crop that will prove
their sustainability, both economically
and environmentally.
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Cuts Like a Knife (continued from front page)
in our region for over 150 years now. This is partly due to the confluence of
our climate, soils, and water sources, but also our development of those same
water resources and early adoption of on-farm practices that manage water
more efficiently, such as drip tape irrigation.
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Yes, we desperately need to conserve water resources for future use, and this
can be done through some of these new concepts now attracted to our region.
Conservation alone will not get us out of the dilemma of cyclical droughts that
impact our surface and groundwater supplies every decade or so. Focus on
new technologies, together with better water capture when available through
rainfall, will ensure that we can ride the roller coaster of water supplies more
smoothly in coming decades.
On-farm prospects for improved water management have never been better;
we are attracting the best and brightest of the international community as they
seek ways to prove their technologies. We are seeing more companies who
offer soil moisture sensor systems, climate control programs, and irrigation
management solutions that will offer additional gains in water efficiency. We
have already broadly implemented micro irrigation and drip tape; future gains
will be more challenging but the outcomes are worth the opportunities.
Let’s make sure that water supply solutions don’t cut like a knife through our
food supply chain.
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Historical Impacts
of Light and Food
We live in an age where most modern conveniences
are taken for granted, such as electricity and lighting.
Reading “The Age of Edison” by Ernest Freeberg, it is
readily apparent that when electric light first came on
the scene it caused much hysteria around the world, as
well as immeasurable social change to both personal and
professional life.
Think of what it must have been like when the first
electric light was viewed at a technology exposition in
early 1881, and not the incandescent light bulb that we
are currently rushing into extinction. The first light came
from an arc light that was many times brighter than what
ordinary light bulbs are now … and maybe a bit more
dangerous. Numerous instances of electrocution due
to downed wires or improperly insulated wires caused
grizzly deaths on urban streets.

We still rely on farmers to
grow our food, but there is
less than 2% of our populace
who endeavor in this
lifestyle.
But eventually the incandescent light bulb took hold and
revolutionized the way we light our homes, streets, and
businesses. Factories could operate through the night, no
longer needing to utilize gas lamps that provided flickering
light of questionable quality and excessive grime. Same
for homes, as fewer burned down because gas lamps
were improperly maintained or extinguished. And the
advent of nighttime shopping came about because of light
bulbs that brightly lit all corners of the store.
Today, we take this invention of electric light for granted.
It’s there when we flip the switch, open the refrigerator,
and stroll the streets at night. Truly, the impact of
nighttime light improved our lifestyles, provided safety,
and illuminated the evening for a multitude of activities
from reading to sports.

In the past century we have been treated to the
development of many technological wonders that are now
commonplace. From autos to lights to electronics, we
have compressed 19 prior centuries of invention into just
one.
So what will be our legacy as we move into the mid 21st
Century? Will it be the avalanche of information at our
fingertips? Will it be the ability to travel around the world
in less than a day? The power of the computer we hold in
our hand?
Maybe we should look at this all more basically. A century
ago most Americans had to be involved in some form
of food production to sustain our growing nation. Fresh
fruits and vegetables were grown by farmers just as they
are now, but they were far more in number because the
yields were lower and transportation of fresh products
was still in its infancy. In sort, the nation had to feed itself
by relying on a large rural population who tilled the land.
Today’s food chain is much different. We still rely on
farmers to grow our food, but there is less than 2% of our
populace who endeavor in this lifestyle. We have matured
our production systems to the point where residents of
urban areas barely give a thought about how to obtain
their food; it’s always at the supermarket. Transportation
of food products has improved so much that lettuce or a
berry can be picked in the Salinas Valley one day and sold
to a consumer across the country the next.
Just like electric light a century ago, farming in this
century has changed our lifestyles and offered the ability
for the 98% to achieve something other than worry about
their next dinner. Will we remember this as a defining
moment of our late 20th and early 21st centuries? Only
time will tell if we will look back fondly on the bounty of
our American farms.
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Farmers and Ranchers are Worried
WRITTEN BY: NORM GROOT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

We are in the third year of an unprecedented drought, with
levels in our reservoirs at the lowest point in many decades.

These reservoirs are used for yearround releases that recharge the
groundwater basin as well as provide
flood control for the Salinas Valley
watershed. A portion of these releases
are for the habitat and species that
reside in the river channel.

Advances in technology now allow
us to look at WHEN to irrigate also.
New sensing devices are being
tested around the valley that measure
soil moisture content and provide
information on when the plant will be
at optimal stage to take up irrigation
water. When joined with weather
information and forecasts for daily
humidity, cloud cover, and wind, the
farmer is gaining valuable tools on not
only when to irrigate but how much.
Only through this type of technology
can we truly understand the optimal
use of water in growing crops.

The Salinas Valley groundwater basin
is in fairly good shape at this point in
time. We have been able to recharge
the aquifer even during these dry
years due to these continual releases
from the dams. We are truly lucky
to be in a better situation than many
other areas of the state.

Over the past decades local farmers
have been able to increase yields
while utilizing less water resources.
It’s through science and technology
that farmers are making this happen,
essentially improving on-farm
practices as the science develops and
proves sustainable.

So what have farmers been doing to
conserve water so far?

Farmers are looking at their
cropping patterns for this coming
year and determining which crops
are least vulnerable to high water
consumption. Farmers may opt to
plant different crops this year instead,
or just allow a field to go fallow for
a season. These are all individual
decisions that each farmer will
make based on their particular set of
circumstances.

Indeed, San Antonio is a mud
puddle at minimum pool level below
5% of capacity. Nacimiento is not
much better, hovering around 25%
currently. Only 7700 acre feet
of water has been estimated as
captured so far this rainy season.

First, it should be pointed out that the
agricultural community here has been
early adopters of irrigation technology
that has helped to reduce water use
when growing crops. Over 60% of
our irrigated crops are currently on
micro irrigation methods like drip
tape. This delivers water only to the
root zone of the plant where it’s
needed most, avoiding water running
down furrows when broadcast by
sprinklers. Fully all grapes grown here
are on micro irrigation as well as a
high number of the vegetable and
berry crops.
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One decision point will be what
happens in the marketplace. A number
of economists are predicting that food
prices will rise because of reductions
in production taking place in the

Central Valley area of California. That
may influence the crops grown here
during this year as farmers seek to
fill those market opportunities where
supply may be short. This is simple
economics of supply and demand.
But we can always do more. There
are still some crops that cannot
be grown using micro irrigation
techniques, and research is ongoing on how to improve the best
management practices so water
intensification can be reduced.
Experiments with alternative soil
medias and soil polymers may lead to
new methods of delivering irrigation
water and frequency reductions.
The amount of research into crop
production is ever increasing
and the challenge to find funding
mechanisms is more and more

competitive. We have picked the low
hanging fruit, so to speak, and the
higher levels of water harvesting are
much more costly to research and
implement.
The prospects for rain are minimal as
we move into the summer season.
We will probably not see significant
improvement in the levels of our
reservoirs, so next year may be the
year of reckoning here in Monterey
County. Without reservoir releases to
recharge our groundwater aquifer this
year, we will be facing more drastic
issues next year such as curtailment
of pumping, limits on new wells,
and rationing for municipalities. The
result will be a lot of land fallowed

and jobs lost, impacting our economy
profoundly.
And we won’t know the effects this
all will have on salt water intrusion
into our aquifer for many years …
projections are that there will not
be enough water for the Castroville
Sea Water Intrusion project this
year; the City of Salinas is supplying
supplemental water from their wash
water ponds for a few months.
Farmers in this water delivery area
are already re-evaluating their crops
and how much they will produce this
year. And much of this area is planted
in strawberries and artichokes, a
multi-year crop that is already in place
and currently producing.

It’s most important that we develop
a drought contingency plan now so
that if we reach this point next year,
we are prepared to manage the little
resources we may have. Planning
for future impacts of less rainfall is
critical to managing our water supply
resources.
In summary, farmers and ranchers
are being cautious and managing
our water resources anticipating
the future. While water could be
considered as part of the value-added
food chain, we all need to be aware
of what our resource limitations
are and how best to manage them
effectively for all concerned.

The prospects for
rain are minimal as
we move into the
summer season. We
will probably not see
significant improvement
in the levels of our
reservoirs, so next
year may be the year
of reckoning here in
Monterey County.
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ARB Approves Further Changes
to Diesel Truck Rule

Farm Machinery on Roadways

WRITTEN BY: KATE CAMPBELL, AG ALERT

WRITTEN BY: MARGIE PIERCY, NATIONWIDE INSURANCE

Small but important changes to California diesel truck emission
rules could possibly help farmers and ranchers with a rule that
farm organizations say has been an enormous burden for some. A
final version of the changes is to be adopted this summer.

Each year, increasing numbers of accidents occur involving
the transportation of farm machinery on roadways.

The California Air Resources Board
approved amendments to its Truck
and Bus Regulations in late April
that could increase flexibility for
some owners of aging diesel trucks,
without compromising air quality.
The board said the changes would
provide greater flexibility and higher
regulatory compliance, especially for
owners of small fleets, lower-use
vehicles, and fleets that operate in
rural areas.

Justin Oldfield of the California
Cattlemen’s Association said the
changes would allow ranchers who
haul their own cattle – and don’t haul
for hire – to register their equipment
as specialty farm vehicles.

ARB had proposed an option that
would have deferred compliance
with requirements for installation of
particulate matter, or PM, filters for
up to three vehicles for any owner
who could not get financing. Had
this option been adopted, owners
would have been required to upgrade
directly to a vehicle with a 2010
model year or new engine by Jan. 1,
2018.

California ranchers move livestock
seasonally to take advantage
of available forage and provide
environmental protections to
rangeland. Oldfield said there aren’t
enough specialty trucks in the state
to handle the peak of movement
during the seasonal shifts to different
pastures.

“Based on public comments from
truck owners who had already
upgraded and believe the deferral is
unfair, ARB said it will be revising this
option,” said Cynthia Cory, California
Farm Bureau Federation director of
environmental affairs. “Deference
would be only until 2017, and proof
of financing denial would be more
restrictive. We will not know the
exact wording of the changes until
they are released by ARB for public
comment, and this process will take
several months.”
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In addition, the new option “would
add a six-week window in the
spring and fall when cattle hauling
equipment could be used for cattle
runs in a for-hire capacity,” he said.

The California Trucking Association
said some of the changes to the
Truck and Bus Regulation won’t help
small fleets that need compliance
assistance because they don’t qualify
for Proposition 1B and Carl Moyer
Program funding. CTA said during its
testimony on the proposed revisions
that without changing program
eligibility requirements, “we are
going to be right back in the same
position,” when the complianceopportunity window closes.

equipment and abide by the terms of
the regulation,” Air Resources Board
Chair Mary Nichols said, “but we are
also aware that, particularly for many
rural areas of the state, economic
recovery has been painfully slow and
funding for improvements scarce.”
Providing limited additional time for
certain fleets to comply, Nichols
said, will lead to higher compliance
rates overall. She also said the
amendments will still protect air
quality, preserving 93 percent of the
air-quality benefits of the original
regulation.

Factors that increase the likelihood of accidents are increased automobile
traffic in rural areas, city dwellers moving into agricultural areas that may be
unaware of the need to approach farm equipment with extra caution. Farms
are getting larger, causing operators to travel greater distances on roadways
between fields.
While there may be little you can about some circumstances, you do have the ability to control certain factors. Most
accidents occur when the motor vehicle driver strikes the rear of a farm implement. The driver simply may not see it
in time or fails to realize its size and/or the speed of the machinery. Lack of visibility is a major cause. Make sure your
equipment has a clearly visible slow-moving vehicle (SMV) emblem, illuminated with reflective material.

To make sure the motoring public sees your farm machinery:
• Keep SMV emblems clean and free of dirt.
Replace damaged/faded SMV emblems
immediately.

About 1 million trucks a year operate
on California highways. Roughly
625,000 are based out of state. Of
the remaining 400,000 registered
in California, about half are in small
fleets of three or fewer.

• Place reflective material on the extremities of
wide machinery to make large and oversize
equipment more clearly visible at night. To
increase daytime visibility, apply fluorescent
strips and markings.

The April 2014 Proposed Truck and
Bus Amendments are online at
www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/onrdiesel/
amend14.htm, and information
can also be found on the Issues
and Regulations page of the CFBF
website at www.cfbf.com.

• Install flashing amber lights to act as an early
warning for motorists. Amber colored strobe
lights and beacons can also be used.

Kate Campbell is an assistant editor
of Ag Alert. She may be contacted
at kcampbell@cfbf.com.

“We recognize the enormous
investments many businesses
have already made to clean up their
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• Consider installing turn signals and taillights.
A large number of accidents occur because
the motor vehicle driver didn’t realize the farm
machinery operator was making a turn.
• Keep all lighting in proper working
order. Take the time to check
machinery lighting before
taking it on the road.

Remember that visibility and identification are two key items. Several companies offer lighting and marking kits
specifically designed for farm machinery. A small investment in lights and reflective material on your machinery could
prevent a million-dollar claim.
Finally, always be sure to check local laws and regulations.
Article contributed by Nationwide Insurance, which is endorsed by the California Farm Bureau Federation. Margie
Piercy, Sponsor Relations, can be reached at (530) 701-4486, or piercym@nationwide.com.
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Celebrating a Century of Partnership
Almost too quietly, the Cooperative Extension service celebrated
their 100th anniversary this past month. As the cornerstone of
agricultural research, Cooperative Extension has been an ally of our
nation’s farming and ranching operations since its creation in 1914.
The Morrill Act of 1862 created landgrant universities and the Hatch Act
established the research programs at
these universities. Information about
crop management was disseminated
throughout our nation to help improve
yields, crop varieties, and irrigation
practices. In 1914, the Smith-Lever
Act created the national Cooperative
Extension service system, providing
even more hands-on training for
farmers and ranchers who, at that
time, did not have the opportunity to
attend college. This professionalized
the entire Ag community as these
skills were then passed along to
successive generations.
The process of a California
Cooperative (Agriculture) Extension
organization started in University of
California Circular 133, dated July
1915, stating that no Farm Advisor
would be placed in the County until a
County Farm Bureau was organized,
with Farm Centers geographically
located within the County. Also, onefifth of all the farmers and ranchers
in the County must be Farm Bureau
members, paying dues of one dollar
per year.
During the fall of 1917 and into early
1918, the official organization of the
Monterey County Farm Bureau was
completed; members of the first
Board of Directors were thirteen in
number, representing all areas of the
County with four directors elected
at large. The records reflect that a
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membership drive increased the
Farm Bureau membership to above
600, over half of the farmers and
ranchers in the County at the time.
The first Farm Bureau office was
provided by the Salinas City Council
in City Hall.

home economics, and assisted with
the establishment of cooperatives.
During the 1940s Farm Advisors
worked with farmers and ranchers to
increase their yields, achieving a 38%
increase in food production compared
to the prior decade.

The hiring of T.C. (Thomas) Mayhew
as the first Farm Advisor in 1918
marked the completion of the
organizational structure of both
Monterey County Farm Bureau and
the Agriculture Extension Service.

As the number of farms started
to decline from the 1950s to the
present, Cooperative Extension
helped those farms that became
dramatically larger through
consolidation with the adoption of
technology and new management
practices.

With the Farm Advisors hired and
the County Farm Bureau system in
place, both organizations become
interactive. The Farm Advisors
utilized the Farm Bureau’s Farm
Centers as platforms to teach and
assist farmers and ranchers with
techniques of growing and producing
crops.
Over the decades the roles of both
organizations adopted to change,
such as increased transportation
capabilities that rendered the Farm
Centers obsolete. Cooperative
Extension established a research
station in Salinas and centralized
their operations accordingly, as did
Monterey County Farm Bureau.
Farm Advisors expanded their roles
as modern farming techniques and
distribution systems developed.
During the Depression of the 1930s,
Farm Advisors increased their
education to include marketing and

Today, Cooperative Extension
focuses on six major areas of
mission: agricultural research, youth
development through 4-H programs,
leadership development, natural
resources, family and consumer
sciences, and community and
economic development.
As roles have evolved and priorities
changed, many Farm Advisors are
now educators, focusing on farm
business development through
sound science and research. In many
instances, counties in California
now share advisors, making it more
difficult for farmers to interact directly
and advisors are required to be more
focused instead of generalists.

with growers to test new
varieties, all to improve
yields and increase
irrigation and fertilizer
efficiency.
While only 2% of our
country’s population is
engaged in agricultural
production, the crops
produced provide jobs
for 18% - 22% of the
population through
processing, distribution,
retail, and supplier jobs.
Farm Advisors have
helped to increase yields
and efficiency of onfarm practices enabling
this small part of our
population to produce
enough food for our nation
and many others.
Cooperative Extension
and Farm Bureau have a
century long partnership
that largely is the basis for
our agronomic economy
both here in Monterey
County and California.
Monterey County Farm
Bureau is pleased to
be part of this fruitful
partnership!

Cooperative Extension remains allimportant to the Ag community, as
advisors disseminate new information
on improved field practices, work
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Are you a small to medium local agricultural business owner
looking to save on energy bills? Do you want to upgrade your
energy-draining facilities but can’t afford the costs? See how local small to medium
agricultural businesses received rebates and installed energy efficiency projects without
breaking the bank through services provided by AMBAG Energy Watch.
The AMBAG Energy Watch program
was created between AMBAG
(Association of Monterey Bay Area
Governments) and PG&E to promote
energy efficiency in the tri-county
area. The program reduces energy
use by providing various services
that assess efficiency and ultimately
lead to the implementation of energy
saving projects.
AMBAG Energy Watch’s program
funding is able to subsidize the
cost of energy efficiency measures.
This subsidy is on top of the
core rebates provided by PG&E.
Therefore, qualifying small to medium
agricultural businesses stand to
benefit from participating in the
AMBAG Energy Watch program.

We saved a
tremendous amount
of money, so I would
do it 10x over again.
– Aimee Warren of Kleen Globe
Projects involving greenhouse
growers typically involve the
installation of advanced lighting using
florescent and LED technologies.
When asked if she would go

>> LEARN MORE AT:
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through the process again, Aimee
Warren of Kleen Globe commented,
“Absolutely. We saved a tremendous
amount of money, so I would do it
10x over again. If we hadn’t received
the rebates and ‘smoking’ deal we
got through AMBAG Energy Watch,
we never would have been able to
have upgraded all of our lights due to
high costs.” Kirk di Cicco, owner of
Ameri-Cal Floral, mentioned, “I wish
I knew about it earlier. [It’s] nice to
start seeing our savings already.”

knowledgeable, very professional
[and] very kind” nature of the
AMBAG Energy Watch employees.
“They were very helpful in explaining

The drought in California has cost the
state and local businesses money
and precious resources. If you are
experiencing higher than usual energy
bills, you could be a good candidate
for the PG&E Advanced Pumping
Efficiency Program (APEP). With the
support provided by AMBAG Energy
Watch, many local farmers’ pumps
have been tested and examined
to ensure the highest efficiency.
AMBAG Energy Watch also works to
provide economic solutions for costly
refrigerated warehouse fan upgrades.

everything, performed on-site visits…
[it was an] all around success.”

The AMBAG Energy Watch staff
is committed to supporting and
developing energy saving projects
based on your needs. Business
owners Warren and Di Cicco
have pointed out the “extremely

I wish I knew about
it earlier. [It’s] nice
to start seeing our
savings already.
– Kirk di Cicco of Ameri-Cal Floral

The rebates are for qualified small
to medium agricultural businesses.
Services are on a first come first
serve basis. Saving energy is good
business; contact AMBAG Energy
Watch today for assistance with
project rebates and incentives.

For more information contact:
Joseph Button
831.264.5089
jbutton@ambag.org
Charlene Iwata
831.784.3407
c1hu@pge.com

www.ambag.org/programs-services/energy-watch
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California Farm Bureau
Launches 2014 Photo Contest
Cash prizes await participants in the 33nd annual
California Farm Bureau Photo Contest, which
began on June 1. CFBF will accept printed photos
and online entries of digital photos.

Grand Prize: $500
First-place: $250
Second-place: $100

The contest gives amateur photographers who are county Farm
Bureau members or contributing members of the California
Bountiful Foundation an opportunity to capture photos that best
highlight California agriculture. The Grand Prize winner will earn a
cash prize of $500, while prizes will also be awarded to first- and
second-place winners in each of five categories. First-place winners
will receive $250 and second-place winners will receive $100.

We know Mother Nature
doesn’t wait.

The categories are Kids and Critters on the Farm, Fresh and Local,
All in a Day’s Work on the Farm, Rural Scenic and Budding Artists.
Aspiring shutterbugs 13 years and younger who are children of
Farm Bureau or California Bountiful Foundation members are
encouraged to enter their photos in the Budding Artists category.
Presented by the California Foundation for Agriculture in the
Classroom, prizes for this category include a total of $350 in
cash and copies of the book, “Imagine this… Stories Inspired by
Agriculture.”
Photos may be in color or black and white. Printed photos must
be on photographic paper and measure at least 5 by 7 inches,
but no larger than 8½ by 11 inches, unmatted and unframed.
Photos submitted online must have a resolution of 6 million pixels
or greater and be in .jpg format. Photos must have been taken
in 2013 or 2014. Judges will consider the photo’s composition,
lighting, creativity and agricultural message.
The contest is open to members who are amateur
photographers—those who do not regularly receive income from
photography. All photos become the property of the California
Farm Bureau and may be published in Ag Alert® newspaper or
California Bountiful™ magazine and other promotional items.
Winning photos will also appear on CFBF websites: www.cfbf.com
and www.californiabountiful.com.
All entries must be postmarked or submitted online by Tuesday,
Sept. 30. Entry forms and official contest rules are available online
at www.cfbf.com and www.californiabountiful.com and from
county Farm Bureaus.

That’s why we get your employees back to work
fast through our careful processing of claims. Plus,
we offer eligible Farm Bureau members a 20 percent discount
on premiums. It’s all part of our commitment to
California agriculture. Because Mother Nature
doesn’t stop, and neither do we.

Together, we’ll help keep California working.
statefundca.com

State Compensation Insurance Fund is not a branch of the State of California.

Energy Efficiency Savings for
Greenhouse Owners

For more information or additional forms, contact the CFBF Communications / News Division at 916-561-5550 or at news@cfbf.com.
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2014 Crab Feed a Success!
Central Coast Young Farmers & Ranchers thanks
the generous sponsors of their Crab Feed, held
on April 5th at the Salinas Sports Complex. Over
330 enjoyed an evening of crab and dancing!

American Ag Credit

Johnson Associates

American Door & Gates

Keithly-Williams Seeds

Basic Foods Gonzales

LA Hearne Company

Body Worx

Mann Packing

C&N Tractors

Mike’s Signs

California Giant

Monterey County Petroleum

Church Brothers

Morgan Winery

Commercial Truck Co.

Ocean Mist Farms

Dawn Transportation

Paraiso Vineyards

DeDampierre Cattle
Ranches

Puma Road

Hahn Winery
Hortau

Yo u a r e c o r d i a l l y i n v i t e d t o t h e

Bill Barker Memorial Golf Tournament
T H U R S D AY, A U G U S T 2 1 s t

Bayonet & Black Horse Golf Courses
ALONG THE MONTEREY COAST IN SEASIDE

– Four Player Scramble on Both Courses
– Modified Callaway Scoring System
– All Skill Levels Welcome
– Money holes, hole-in-one, and tee prizes!

Registration information available
and payments on-line at

PLAYER REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!

www.montereycfb.com

Deadline is August 9 th

Sponsorships also now accepted! Full details at www.montereycfb.com
Call 831/751-3100 with questions.

Quinn Company
Reiter Affiliated Companies

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF FARM BUREAU!

Scheid Vineyards

Integrated Crop
Management

Sturdy Oil Company

Intern Wines

Tanimura & Antle

Save the Date for Next Year
February 28, 2015
12
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Born Ready to Work.

Irrigation Technology
FOR THE FUTURE
AGRICULTURE

6125M Tractor

ENVIRONMENTAL
GREEN INDUSTRY

R2000WF
ROTATOR

®
60 MONTHS
And $2,000 OFF
or $7,000
OFF «

6125M Tractor, H310 Loader

The "M"? That's for "Muscle."

S HIGH UNIFORMITY
S EASY TO CLEAN
S LONG WEAR LIFE

S NO RISER VIBRATION
S EASY TO REPAIR
S NO SEALS UNDER PRESSURE

* Reference Monterey
County FB 6/14

c^117

• 125-HP
• 30-GPM Pressure-Flow
• Hydraulic Steering
• Wet-Disc Brakes
• 3-Point Hitch
• Quick System Response
• Cab or Open-Station

www.JohnDeere.com

Download a free QR Code Reader on your smart phone and scan this code to watch
video or go to: www.youtube.com/pivotirrigation and look for R2000WF.

Tel: 1.800.405.1400

0.0% for 72 Months and $2000
off or $7000 off

The muscle to lift heavy loads and rear implements, the power to
pull through harsh conditions, the range of configurations
necessary to meet the needs of agricultural producers as well as
commercial and municipal customers. Get it all with the
John Deere 6M Series tractors. Available in 105 to 170-hp
models, the 6M Series gives you the engine and hydraulic power
you need, in a mid-spec package.

Find out why the R2000WF “WINDFIGHTER” is BETTER
THAN BRASS. Whether you own your pipe, or rent — it’s
time to SPECIFY NELSON ON BOARD. Contact us today
for a free sample*.

The 6M Series Tractors are great
for commercial contractors and
municipal operators who need
versatile, powerful tractors. The
6M Series provides you the
engine power you need for harsh
conditions, the hydraulic power
and capacity you need for big
implements or heavy-duty
material handling, and the
comfort and control that make
these tractors your
go-to, get-it-done machines.

info@nelsonirrigation.com

DIRECT 1/2”
IMPACT SPRINKLER
REPLACEMENT

Fax: 1.509.525.7907
Offer ends July 31,2014 ^Subject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your dealer for details and other financing options. 1160.0% for 60 Months and $2000 off or $7000 off on 6R/M Utility. Valid only at
participating US Dealers. Offer ends July 31,2014 0.0% for 72 Months and $2000 off or $7000 off on 6R/M Utility. Valid only at participating US Dealers. Subject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your dealer
for details and other financing options.

«

c

117

^

AF2KKCU1A96347-CCM-8X110517MCFB-4C-00411491
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